
Im portant inform ation and contact deta ils  

 

Website in English:  

We have contacted the Webmaster responsible for the maintenance of the website and we talked to 

him about making parts of the website in available in English, too. The parts we have talked about 

include the main page and everything related to experiences. That way potential customers can 

choose between English and Norwegian, so non-Norwegian speaking tourists aren’t lost on the 

homepage, find information about offered tours available in English and go through the booking 

process in English. We have sent him the translation for those parts and therefore, they could be 

integrated very soon. You only have to contact him in order to get everything finalized. 

Your webm aster: 

Telephone: +47 46286924 

E-mail: torkel@hornmedia.no  

 

 

New links from  other tourism  websites to the website of the port:  

In addition to the websites that already contain a link to the website of the port, we have established 

more links. Because of that, people visiting those websites and are interested in birdwatching only 

have to click on the link to get automatically redirected to the website of the port. This makes it 

easier for potential customers to find detailed information and to book online. 

We have established links from Northern Norway (Nord Norge) and the website of Vardø hotel.  

Northern Norway:  

They are currently in the process of building a new homepage, which will be released in December. 

We have agreed-upon that this new homepage will include a link to the website of the port. This link 

will be added to the text about birdwatching on Hornøya. It’s only necessary to get in contact with 

the web responsible if this link should not be part of their new homepage. Otherwise the link will be 

established as soon as the new homepage is released.  

Web responsible:  

Mats Hoel Johannessen  

E-mail: mats@nordnorge.com  
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Vardø hotel:  

Another group of students participating in the bridge project has built a website for the hotel. They 

have included a link to the website of the port on the website they have made. Therefore, the link is 

part of the website already. And again, contact is only necessary if the link should be removed.  

Let Tove Mette Antonsen know if the link should be removed. 

E-mail: tmantonsen@vardohotel.no  

 

QR codes at points of sa les: 

In the interview you have mentioned that paper tickets for the tours can be bought at around 15 

locations. We have created a page with a QR code. If people scan the code with their camera on 

their phone, they will be automatically redirected to the website of the port to book online. So, this 

paper could be used at the different points of sales. That way, potential customers get the QR code 

to book online instead of a paper ticket. We suggest trying it at one location first. We have very 

recently contacted Vardø hotel and asked if they are willing to try it. Even though we haven’t 

managed to get a response from them yet, they might be a good choice for trying out this new way 

of selling tickets.  
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Birdwatching on Hornøya 

 

Scan the QR code below with your phone, 

book the boat trip online and  

enjoy your stay at the beautiful island of Hornøya! 

 

How does it work? 

Open the camera on your phone and hold your phone towards the QR code. 

The camera should automatically recognize the QR code and redirect you to 

the website of the port, where you can book the boat tour to Hornøya. 

In case that doesn’t work, use or download one of the various apps that work 

like a QR reader. Open the app and just try again! 

 

 

 

 


